
Place your black sugar paper and white
rainbow template on top of each other. Then
fold it in half, making sure the white template
is on top so you can see the rainbow.

project STAINED GLASS RAINBOW!  by SELINA CARR

You’ll need one sheet of each colour
of the rainbow, in tissue paper.
place it in a neat pile ready to cut. 

Keeping the piles of tissue paper together
you will have 7 piles of  rectangles. Put each
colour into its pile ready to stick on your
see-through template of the Rainbow.

Repeat till all colours are done. The
colours of the rainbow in order are Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and
Violet

Grab your finished rainbow, one side will
feel smooth all over. This is the side we
need to place the glue, all around the
outside of the rainbow.

Now stick your rainbow stencil in black sugar
paper, on top of your finished rainbow. You now
can place it on your window so the whole world
can enjoy your rainbow masterpiece.  Your rainbow
will glow when the sunlight shines through them.
Well done!

Hold the two sheets of paper tight and cut
along the outer black line of the rainbow.
We need the black sugar paper should look
like this and is called a Rainbow stencil.

Start on the largest part of the rainbow
which is red. Place glue in between the black
lines. Stick the red tissue paper on top of the
glue. Then push & mould it into shape.

On the top sheet draw a line from top
to bottom to create a rectangle.
Repeat all the way along your paper
Cut along all the lines.

RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
GREEN
BUE
INDIGO
VIOLET

On the top sheet draw a line from top to
bottom to create a rectangle. Repeat
all along the paper. Cut along the lines
You should have 7 piles of paper.
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Why not try . . .
OTHER STAIN GLASS WINDOWS. . .
 . . . 

WHAT CAN YOU MAKE WITH YOUR LEFTOVERS? 

STAIN GLASS WINDOW BUNTING. . . 

Materials you will need:
Tissue paper, sugar paper, sissors
and your gluestick.

1. Cut a big square out of your
sugar paper

WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE  YOUR STAIN GLASS WINDOW

2. Fold the square in half which will
make a rectangle.

3. Fold the rectangle in half again 
to make a smaller square.

4. Draw some shapes on the folded edges. 
Good shapes to use our rectangles,

squares and circles. Make sure you leave
a good gap between each shape.

WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE  WIT H YOUR LEF TOVERS1. Using all your leftover small rectangles
cover your clear/transparent sheet

Make sure that you don’t put the
same colour next to each other.

Also, try to overlap different colours. 
What new colour will you make

Materials you will need:
Art Kit bag, wool, tissue paper, sissors
and your glue stick.

WHAT YOU NEED TO CREAT E STAINED GL ASS BUNT ING1. Cut a medium (width 10cm) and large (width 20cm)
size rectangle out of your art bag

Draw a diagonal line from the bottom corner up to
the top draw another diagonal line back to the bottom

of the page to create a triangle repeat until the
rectangle is full.

5. Cut out your shapes and open
your design. 6. Choose your tissue paper, place

on top of your design.
Draw a rectangle or square

around the shape.

7. Place glue around your cut out,
shape and stick your tissue

paper in place.

8. Place it on your window and see your colours
glow when the sunlight shines through them.

Excellent well done!

2. You can use the leftover white rainbow stencil to place on top or make a different stencil.
Remember to stick your stencil on the smooth side

3. To see the best results always place your design
on your window so light can shine through

Well done! Materials you will need:
Tissue paper, sugar paper, sissors
and your gluestick.

2. Cut out your triangles - 
these are your flags.

3. Fold your flags in half and draw a half
shape in the middle of the folded edge.

Carefully cut the shape out.

4. Open up your flag, place the glue around
your shape then use leftover tissue

paper and place over your shape.

5. Draw a line 1cm away from the top edge of your triangle
the same side that you stuck the tissue paper to.

Repeat this for both different size flags.
Think of different arrangements and colourways

before you stick your flags to the wool.

6. Create a fold along your drawn line. Reopen and glue
above your line, sandwich the wool in between

your sticky fold and press down hard.

Line 1cm from 
the top

Excellent! Now your bunting is ready to
be hung up in your windows.
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FACEBOOK!

Share y
our awesome artwork

on our faceb
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@studiomera
kibristol
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hat ot

hers
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up to! 

    

Teacher’s Skills:

HELPFUL LINKS :
Go to or website 

 www.studiomeraki.org
 - Full project video of Amy

making her owl puppet.

Do you follow?
childrensscrapstore on facebook? 

They have  some GREAT ideas on 

how to make + play. 

Create and Play!
Why not try to create stain glass insects shapes 

such as butterflies ladybugs and dragonflies?

     This activity helps develop your child’s concentration,

problem-solving and find notability skills through sticking,

cutting, drawing shapes and design stencils.

It’s also a great opportunity to introduce, colour theory

and why the colours of the rainbow are in that order.

For example,  red and yellow mix together make

orange and this is why Its in between them.

Or you could think about creating stain glass 
leaves and and flowers.


